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Power magic pro installation

FREE SHIPPING (within the U.S.) for all orders over $50 Do you have any questions? Call us at 833-CAM-BROS Support M-F 9-5PM EST ON LIVE CHAT Below is a detailed installation guide on how to install a BlackVue dash cam with Power Magic Pro. Note: The installation was performed on a 2015 Chevrolet Suburban, with a BlackVue DR650GW-2CH, Power Magic Pro, and
a set of Micro2 fuse faucets. The following written instructions include times when certain items are explained by the technician (times are specified in minutes:seconds): 00:15 - Planning the installation: locating the fuse box, front and rear camera and Power Magic Pro location considerations 01:20 - Explanation of Power Magic Pro: dip switch settings and override switch function
01:55 - Identification of 'lit' and 'constant' fuses in the fuse box : using a test light to know where to tie in 3:00 - Explains Power Magic Pro wire harness and installation securing faucets , Micro2 version) 06:17 - Explanation ground wire location: securing contact with a bare metal surface on the body of the car or truck 06:44 - Fastening and testing of Power Magic Pro: mounting the
box and a first test of wires 08:03 - Installation of the front camera on DR650GW-2CH : Attaching the adhesive cushion to the windscreen 09:04 - Running the power cable from the front camera to Power Magic Pro : hide wires in the headliner and A-pillar 11:53 - Driving the coaxial cable from the front camera to the rear camera: running the cable through the interior to the rear
13:19 - Installation of the rear camera of DR650GW-2CH: fastening of adhesive pad to the rear tailgate glass 14:26 - Runs coaxial cable through channel to tailgate : dashcam installation zip tie trick Pro Tip! 16:30 - Test of installation: To ensure that BlackVue turns on and starts recording as expected 17:40 - Completed installation images showing the system all buttoned up and
ready to use This guide was provided by our partners at DASHCAM STORE™ BlackVue Power Magic Pro low voltage protection module gives your BlackVue (or another compatible) dash cam the ability to continue functioning while your vehicle is parked , and the engine is switched off. In a nutshell, to utilize Parking Recording of Motion Detection or Timelapse functionality, your
dash camera requires constant power. On the other hand, being hardwired to the power source for a long period of time, any dash cam is putting you at risk of getting stranded by draining the car's battery. This accessory allows you to take advantage of your dash cam's Parking Mode and protect the car battery at the same time. Power Magic Pro uses a simple 3-conductor
harness to bind to your vehicle's electrical system: constant power, switched power and ground. When the vehicle's ignition is switched off, the Power Magic Pro monitors the vehicle's while while dash cam. If the voltage drops below the set cut-off level, the Power Magic Pro automatically switches off the power to the camera, saving the battery from getting too low. Power Magic
Pro can also be set to turn off your dash cam after a certain period of time. Even when the timer function is active, setting the battery level will still be a priority to ensure that no matter what, your car starts later when you return. Key features Different voltage/time interruption settings. LED indicator showing the current status and the power button. Supports DC 12V/24V systems.
Accessory outlet (also known as the cigarette lighter plug). 12-month manufacturer's warranty. Specs Specs taken from the official BlackVue website. Package Contents Main Unit Selekabler Adhesive Tape Set Screws User Guide Installation Using fuse tap adapters Despite The BlackVue Power Magic Pro being relatively easy to wire up, it is recommended to be installed by a
car electrician or a qualified installer. If you live in Auckland, consider our Auckland-based mobile dash cam installation service to get Power Magic Pro mounted and hardwired for you. If you are willing and qualified to install the accessory yourself, the easiest way to pull this off is by plugging it directly into the car's fuse box using a set of Add-A-Circuit Fuse Tap Adapters. You can
also add these cards by using the drop-down menu on top of this list. Installing Video Guide's compatible models Power Magic Pro is compatible with the following BlackVue dash cams. DR900S 1CH/2CH DR750S 1CH/2CH DR590W 1CH/2CH DR590 1CH/2CH DR650S 1CH/2CH (discontinued) DR650GW 1CH/2CH (discontinued) Most of the BlackVue IR (Taxi) and Truck
models and some discontinued models While the Power Magic Pro is a BlackVue product and is designed for BlackVue dash cams, in most cases it will work with other manufacturer's dash cameras as well, as long as they are designed to be put in a normal cigarette lighter outlet. That said, the dash cam must be designed in a way to switch to Parking Recording Mode
automatically based on G-sensor readings as Power Magic Pro delivers it with power continuously. Examples of that would be Viofo models with Parking Mode support and Vico-Opia2 dash cams. Taxes and shipping for free tracked Courier Shipping in New Zealand from drivercam.co.nz for all orders over $150! Most of our customers receive their orders the following business
day if they are paid by 15:00. DriverCam Limited is registered for GST and delivers each order with a VAT invoice. Installation Tutorial: Set voltage and timer switches. See the cut-off voltage settings below and set the switches according to your requirements. Connect the red ACC(+) cord to a switched fuse. With reference to your vehicle's manual, identify a (accessory effect)
fuse in your inner fuse Typical examples are the cigarette lighter and car stereo fuse slots. Remove the identified Switched fuse. Many cars come with a fuse puller tool in the engine compartment fuse panel. Remove the sleeve from the end of the red ACC(+) cord and wrap the cord around one of the blades in the switched fuse. Put the fuse back in the fuse panel again. Connect
the tellow BATT(+) cord to a Constant Power fuse. Identify a constant power protection (battery power) in the fuse panel. Typically Constant Power melted is the hard light (emergency lamp), tail lights and interior light fuses. If you car has a Battery Saving function, use the hazard light protection. Remove the identified Constant Power Fuse. Remvoe sleeve from the end of the
yellow BATT (+) wire, and wrap the cord around one of the blades in the Constant Power fuse. Put the fuse back in the fuse panel again. Connect the black GND wire to a bottom point. Find a bottom point. e.g. a bolt directly on a part of the bar metal frame of the vehicle. Attach the ground cable to the bare metal frame (e.g. by attaching it under the bolt). Insert the dashcam's
power plug into the cigarette lighter plug on the wire harness. To ensure good electrical contact, you can use electrical tape to tape the plug and plug together. Insert the wire belt in Power Magic Pro Insert the wire belt and make sure that the parking mode switch turns the LED on/off. Start your engine and make sure the dashcam is on when the parking mode switch is both on
and off. Place power magic pro in place Secure any excess cord and secure your Power Magic Pro in place using the included double-sided tape and/or screws. Product settings: *You can download the detailed product manual from our website. Parking mode Enabled parking mode Disabled run mode Enabled run mode Enabled On/off, When the ignition is off: PMP turns on your
dashcam in parking mode When the ignition is on: PMP blocks power to your dashCam When the ignition is on: PMP powers your dahcam in Driving Mode Home BlackVue Power Magic Magic Pro Hardwiring Kit Save $24.00 Boxing Week Deal Our video resources below will give you an overview of how Power Pro Magic works. If you're wondering what the difference between
Hardwiring Kits vs. install with a Dash Cam Battery Pack is, check out our comparison chart. For more YouTube videos on BlackVue Power Magic Pro, click here. Power Magic Pro Double-sided Tape Screws 12.0V or 12.5V (+/- 0.1 V) | 22.8V - 23.2V (+/- 0.1V) 1-year manufacturer Warranty Parking mode is offered on most of the dash cams available at BlackboxMyCar. While it's
important to protect your vehicle while driving, it's just as important to have your vehicle protected while it's parked. When the dashboard is in parking mode, only when there is an effect and/or movement. Parking mode can be activated with a hardwiring kit or a battery pack. For more information on parking mode, click here. A hardwiring set enables parking mode. It allows your
dash cam to stay on even when the vehicle's ignition is turned off. The installation is a breeze as you only need to find an accessory fuse, constant fuse, and a grounding point. Most customers buy the battery to avoid using the car's battery to operate their dash cam. The battery is charged by either being hardwired in an accessory fuse or by being placed in one of the vehicle's
12-volt cigarette jacks. We recommend turning the battery hard as it charges the battery faster. For more information about battery packs, click here. On average a 2-channel dash cam writes 16GB/hour and a 1-channel dash cam writes about 8GB/hour. Click here to see all the memory cards we carry. Accidents or incidents do not always happen on the front of the vehicle! Having
a rear camera provides cover for any events or accidents that may happen at the back of the vehicle. For more information about reversing cameras, click here. An IR camera is designed to record the interior of the vehicle under low lighting conditions. This option is very popular among rideshare drivers. For more information on why rideshare drivers need dash cams, click here. A
CPL filter attaches to dash cam lens to remove lens flares, light reflections, and windshield lumbars. For more information on CPL filters, click here. Find the latest firmware and all downloadable content here. Here.
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